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p A. H. Lu

Introduction

As a part of site characterization program, a series of multiple
well large-scale, hydraulic stress(LHS) tests of selected hydrogeologic
units in Grande Ronde basalts are planned. In the boreholes DC-16A and
DC-16C Cement bridge plugs are located in eleven different flow
interiors in the Wanapum and Grande Ronde basalts. The purpose of the
bridge plugs is to hydraulically separate selected flow top from one
another through the boreholes. As it turns out, a plug was set in the
Cohassett flow interior and the McCoy Canyon flow top in both boreholes
DC-16A and DC-16C. This leaves the McCoy Canyon flow top, the Grande
Ronde 7 flow top, the Grande Ronde 6 flow top, and the Grande Ronde 5
flow top Cohassett flow bottom) interconnected in the boreholes.

The concern over the situation described above is whether the
interconnections will compromise pump tests of the Cohassett flow
bottom. To assist in a decision on whether or-not to reWork DC-16A and
DC-16C to seperate the Cohassett flow bottom from the others mentioned,
a modeling analysis of the effects of the present borehole
configuration on flow in the Cohassett flow bottom was initiated. This
report presents the compariron with and without the interconnctions in
both of boreholesh

) ~~~~~.
Model Set Up

A quasi-three-dimensional, finite different model developed by
Trescott(1975) is used for study. Three dimensions are simulated by a
series of two-dimensional models, with an interaquifer transfer
coefficient (TVF) determining the flow between the layers based on a
simple Darcy flow. TCF i's a quantity that, when multiplied by vertical
head differences, yields the flow quantity being transferred between
the layers. The TCF values for each confining bed are

TCF K/b (X)

where K, is the vertical hydraulic conductivity, and b is the thickness
of the dense interior.

The governing equation for each layer is

N--g-) * l(TI) (CF)Ahz: Q (2)
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where T is the transmissivity, S is the storage coefficient, h. is
hydraulic head difference between two layers, and is the source
function.

Figure 1 shows the model grid and well locations. It should be
noted that there will be no monitoring at the DC-16A and -16C during
LHS tests. The closest monitoring well is RRL-6 which is about 4,4Q ft
from DC-16. The model grid consisted of 31 rows and 34 columns, varying
from 183 ft to 1 mi, representing a 15- by 16-mi2 simulation area.
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Three cases will be simulated. The 1st case assumes that the
Cohassett flow bottom is separated from the other flow tops in both of
boreholes. The 2nd case uses present borehole configuration. Two
layers will be used for simulation and TCF be estimated for the cell
where DC-16 is located. The estimats of TCF is based on the parameters
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obtained fron single borehole tests and rational described in next two
sections. The 3rd case is conducted to examine the-sensitivity of the
TCF value to see the change of the predicted water level if the
estimated TCF value is in error.

Basic Conductance Equations

The following derivations follow closely the document "A Modular
Three-Dimensional Finite-Difference Ground-Water Flow Model."
(McDonald,1984) The document describes the modified modular version of
TRESCOTT.

Conductance is a combination of several parameters used in
Darcy' law. Darcy' law defines one-dimensional flow in a prism of
porous medium (see Fig. 2) as

- KA(h2 - h/L (3)
....
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medium n the direction of

where
Q i s the

K is the
flow Lt-'A)

flow (Lat-&);

hydraulic cductivity of the

A is the crose-sectional area perpendicular to the flow (La);

he - ha is the head difference across the prism parallel to the
flow L); and

L is the length of the flow path (L).

Conductance, C, is defined as

C KA/L (4)
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Darcy' law can then be written as

a C(h - h) (5)

The conductance can be written in another form

C - TW/L (6)

where T is transmissivity (K thickness of the prism);and

W is the eidth of the prism.

If a prism of porous medium consists of two or more subprisms in
series and the conductance of each prism is known, a conductance
representing the entire prism can be calculated. The equivalent
conductance is the rate of flow in the prism divided by the head change
across the prism (Fig.3).

heseh

.

T - - - - - - -

- - - --- -

C

I
.A
,rn

C Q(h - ha) (7)

Assuming continuity of head across each section in series gives the
identity

n
£ A h h - ha

i=1
(C) -

Substituting for head change across each section using Darcy' law gives

)
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n q&
M ---- - h - he (9)

i C,

Since flow is one-dimensional and mass is conserved, all q, are equal
to total flow 0; therefore,

n 1
Q --- ) h^- h. (10h

i'1 CI

and

h^ - h n 1.
--- a.. (11)

a iil Ca

By comparison with equation (S), it can be seen that

1 n 1 .
(12)

J. il Ca

When there are only two sections, the equivalent conductance reduces
to

C - C&C/(Ct + C) (13)

If the contrast in onductance is large between the two sections--say,
C, is much smaller than C -- then equation (13) can be approximated as

C Cl/ 1 C 2/CO) CL (14)

TCF Calculation

Fig. 4 shows geophysical logs for borehole DC-16A. Cement bridge
plugs were set in the Cohassett flow interior and in the McCoy Canyon
flow interior. Borehole DC-16C has a similar setting. As a result, this
leaves the McCoy Canyon flow top, the Grande Ronde 7 flow top, the
Grande Ronde 6 flow top, and the Grande Ronde 5 flow top Cohassett
flow bottom) interconnected in both boreholess
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The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of theinterconnections in the boreholes DC-16A and -16C on pump tests of
Cohassett flow bottom. The question is how much water will betransferred into Cohassett flow bottom from McCoy Canyon flow top (the
most transmissible zone) through these open intervals. The flowquantity being transferred can be calculated using eqation 5 duringsimulation. C is the conductance between the formation of McCoy Canyon
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flow top and that of Chassett flow bottom. The calculation of vertical
conductance is conceptually similar to calculationof horizontal
conductance. Equation 12 will be used. However, since two conductances
are so contrasted that C is very close to C,, conductance near
boreholes in the Chassett flow bottom. C can be estimated using Thiem
(Loman,1972) method as follow:

figure 5 shows a cylindrical sections of a confined aquifer.
Under Thiem' assumed conditions Darcy's law may be expressed as a
first-order ordinary differential equation in cylindrical coordinates

I-
I _ -

g1

) U.-IS

a I

I r, 
i;

.

.. dh-
Q - -2q Tr --

dr
(15)

Separating variables,

a
)
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dr 2TT
------dh (14

O w r Q

Interating between r and r h and ha,

Jddr 2AT 

---- f dh (17)

hence

r= 2q -i1
In --- -----t(hu hi) (18)

ri Q

Solving for C, we have
2 T

C ------------- (19)
rz

r,

where r is the radius of the borehole, at which the hyd;aulic head is
near that in he.,McCoy Canyon flow top; and the.r2 is aestimated
radius At which the mound is leveling off and the hydraulic head
representing the flow top in the Cohassett flow bottom.

- using T - 0.05 fta/d, r = 0.5 ft, and r2 4 ft, we obtain
C = 0.16 ft2/d. -

TCF may be obtained deviding C by area of the cell where DC-16A
is located. .. -

Results of Simulations and discussions

Case 1. A single layer is simulated. A hydraulic stress is
exerted on well RRL-2B with a pumping rate of 6 gal/min. The duration
of pumping is 30 day. Simulation then continue for another 30 day to
observe the recovery. The flow top is assumed to be homogeneous and the
geometric mean value of T = 1.8 ft2 /d is used.

Case 2. Simulation assumes that open intervals exist as present
borehole configurations. Two layer are used and TCF is estimated as
described in previous section.

Case 3. Simulation is the same as case 2 except the TCF value
increases by one order of magnitude.

)~~~~ 
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The comparisons of case and 2 are presented in Table 1. rable

I shows the the hydraulic heads after 30 days of pumping and 30 days of

recovery at the selected distances from DC-16. The comparison shows a

negligible effect on the pump test of Chassett flow top. Table 2

shows cmparisons of case 1 and 3. gain f significant changes occured
only near-by C-16.

Table I '

ft) u@t t $met flrth AL-2A WItL-

ddq a 50 20 2138 2400 =21 4377

"to 1.49 1.47 1.43 1.13 *22 214.95 1.44 at r
leakaqe 30 4

pump ing

1.44 1.45 1.41 1.12 9.22 214." 1.44

wee 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

uo. s.n 5.70 5.42 5.00 14.94 34.13 4.45 aSter
.-akaq. 30 4

W.th 5.59 5.59 5.54 4.97 14.91 3.1 t .45

akaq _ I,

error 0.14 0.11 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.00 .0.00

.

I
I'l

S.. * distne rom DC-I
* lakaqa was calculated using T 0.05 tM4 at DC-I&A

Table 2 

* dIetance from I C-1
* leakage "so £altulated us nq T a 0.50 ftv/d .t DC-16A

)
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Conclusion

Results of this study show a negligible effect on predicted
water levels at the various observation wells due io the present
bridge plug placement in boreholes DC-16A and -C. Neither DC-16A or
DC-16C will be used as monitoring wells. The calculated heads at DC-16
presented here would not be accurate because that the leakance through
the well has spreaded to entire cell where the well located. Further
study should be conducted if boreholes DC-16A and -16C would be used as
monitoring wells in Grande Ronde flow tops.
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INTERIM PROBLEM REPORT

1. Report Number: IPR-SD-6WI-TC-016-001

2. Controlling TOP: Not Applicable

3. Work Area: 600 Area; at OC-19C, C-20C. and DC-22C during drilling and
construction of C-23W.

4. Equipment: Nested piezometers DC-19C* DC-20C and DC-22C.

5. Reported By: Frank A. Spane Jr., Site Characterization Field
Investigations.

6. Phone Number: 373-1180.

7. Date and Time: March 1986 (as noted in document SD-SWI-TI-313).

8. Cognizant Engineer Responsible For Test Activity: Frank A. Spane, Jr.,
Site Characterization Field Investigations.

9. Item: 11

10. Problem Description: Review of water-level and hydrostatic pressure
records obtained from nested piezometer sites DC-19C, DC-20C and C-22C.
during drilling and construction at neighboring C-23W (Figure 1), indicates
that cross-formational responses were evident at these monitoring facilities
for the Wanapum Basalt. The causative factor for the observed cross-
formational response is not known.

The uncertainity as to the cause of the observed Wanapum Basalt
responses raises the question as to the integrity of the nested piezometer
within C-19C, -20C, and 22C to monitor isolated zones within the Wanapum
(and possibly the Grande Ronde) Basalt. Resolution as to the causative
factor responsible for the observed cross-formational response at DC-19C,
-20C, and -22C is needed to:

o evaluate the performance and viability of nested piezometer sites
DC-19C, -20C and -22CP and

o determine whether remedial measures are required to establish
isolation integrity for individual monitoring horizons within the
nested piezometer facilities.

11. Validation: (S. R. Strait signature)

12. Evaluation Team Required: No.
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13. Retest Required: No.

14. Constraints: No.

15. Constraint Signature: None

16. Item: 11

17. Disposition/Cause/Corrective Action: Uncertainity exists as to the
isolation ntegrity of individual piezometers at nested plezometer sites
DC-19C, -2CC. and -22C. To resolve the causative factor responsible for the
observed crots-formational response and to determine whether repalrs or
remedial measures are required within the nested piezometer facilities
(i.e.. DC-19C, -20C and -22C]. several diagnostic activities are proposed.
Proposed diagnostic activities include:

o a review of available data,

O individual piezometer tubing-string tests, and

o short-duration hydrologic field tests.

Figure 2 shows a general logic diagram for evaluation of the observed cross-
formational responses at DC-19C, -20C. and -22C. The estimated time for
completion of identified diagnostic activities s presented in Table 1 and
Figure 3.

A. Review of Available Data

The review of available data ncludes the analysis of data collected at
DC-19C, -20C. and -22C during facility construction and plezometer
installation (i.e.# piezometer intergrity and development tests)* and during
construction of nearby borehole DC-23W; as well as data collected at nested
piezometers within the Wanapum Basalt (C-23W) during hydrolgic feld
testing of the Rosalia flow top at C-23GR. As ndicated in Figures 2 an
3, the review of available data is estimated to require 8 weeks and can be
performed concurrently with proposed tubing-string testing. A general
diagram of the various review data elements is shown in Figure 4.

B. Tubing-String Tests

Tubing-string integrity tests (see Figure 5) will be performed on each
of the piezometers within the C-site monitoring facility at DC-19, -20. and
-22. The tests will be conducted to assess whether leaks are present within
the piezometer tubing or at tubing-string Joint connections. If leaks are

)
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detected (i.e., above a threshold value), repairs and remedial measures may
be implemented to provide isolation integrity for the monitoring
installations. Estimated time for completion of tubing-string tests s 8
weeks. The time alloted for piezometer repair and remedial activities, is
dependent on the presence (if any) and nature of leaks that occur. The
length of time afforded for this work elements therefore, may be highly
variable. For the purposes of scheduling. a period of to 6 weeks Is
tenatively assigned.

C. Diagnostic Hydrologic Field Tests

Provided that the integrity of tubing-string Installations for Wanapum
Basalt piezometers has been established, diagnostic hydrologic field tests
will be nitiated. The main element of the hydrologic field tests will
focus on a constant discharge test of the Rosalia flow top at monitorin
sites C-20 and C-22. The test includes the pumping or withdrawal o water
arta constant ratetrom the Rosalia flow top at the B-site nstallation, and
observing the hydrologic response within individual piezometers at the
C-site facility (Figures 6 7). The active pumping phase of the consta
discharge test will be of short-duration, ranging from 12 to 36 hours.
Because of the short test duration and the high transmissive properties of
the Rosalia flow top, affects from the constant discharge test should
dissipate rapidly (i.e., within one week or less). Comparison of the
drawdown and recovery responses of Wanapum monitoring horizons at the C-site
facility will provide data that can be analyzed using analytical and
numerical methods.

The absence of a B-well site eliminates the possibility of conductin
similar constant discharge pumping tests at the C-19 site. Although -'

small-rate, air-lift pumping tests could be conducted within the Rosalia
flow top at the C-19C facility, results from such tests are not anticipated
to provide any diagnostic information. This is because of the:

o low production capability and low stress application attainable
within small-diameter nested piezometers,

o high transmissive character (and therefore low associated response
characteristics) of monitored Wanapum horizons, and

o inability to make a direct comparison of transient response for
the Rosalia and Sentinel Gap flow tops during drawdown and
recovery phases of the air-lift pumping test.

Results from the diagnostic hydrologic field tests will be analyzed and
integrated with information obtained from the previous tubing-string tests
and review of available data. Results from the final integration are
expected to indicate whether the observed cross-formational responses within
the Wanapum Basilt are attributable to areally pervasive or borehole/s) specific factors.



TABLE 1. Estimated Schedule for Completion of Identified IPR Diagnostic
Activities for Evaluating Cross-Formational Pezometer Response at
OC-19C, -20C, and -22C.

Work tem E

1. IPR Issuance

2. Pre-Diagnostic Test Documentation
(e.g.. Trouble-Shooting Plan, etc.)

3. Review of Available Data 7

4. Tubing-String Tests

5. Remedial Nested Pezometer Repairs
and/or Modifications

6. Diagnostic Hydrologic Field Tests

6a) Constant Discharge Test at C-208

6b) Preliminary Analysis of DC-20B,
Constant Discharge Test

6c) Constant Discharge Test at DC-22B

6d) Preliminary Analysis of DC-22B.
Constant Discharge Test

7. Final Integration and Analysis of
Field Tests Results, and IPR Disposition

stimated Completion Time,

(Starting Point of Schedule)

10 weeks

8 weeks

8 weeks (done concurrently
with Item 1 3)

0 - 6 weeks (variable time;
dependent on results of
Item 4)

1 week

1.5 weeks

1 week

1.5 weeks

3 weeks

-

TOTAL ESTIMATED TIME 26 -_3 weeks

1000��
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DIAGNOSTIC ACTIVITIES FOR RESOLVING
CROSS-FORMATIONAL PIEZOMETER RESPONSE I

.. _7

I
(A}

REVIEW OF AVAILABLE
DATA

I.

XI
(a)

TUBING-STRING
TESTS

NOT REQUIRED

|K PIEZOMETE R REMEDIAL
ACTIVMES REQUIRED |

-

NOT REQUIRED

A.

(C)
DIAGNOSTIC HYDROLOGIC

FIELD TESTS REQUIRED
I-

(D)
FINAL INTEGRATION AND

ANALYSIS OF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS

IPR DIAGNOSTIC ACTIVITIES
COMPLETED

2X8701.9.4

Figure 2. General Logic Diagram For Evaluating Cross-Formational
Piezometer Response At DC-19C, OC-20C, and DC-22C.
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REVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I I
DC-19C. OC-20C, OC.22C

DATA DC-23W AND OC.23GR DATA

r _
IIIEIZI

DRILLING FLUID LOSS/OEPTH
DATA AT C-WELL FACILITIES

HYDROLOGIC TESTS CONDUCTED
ON THE ROSAUA FLOW TOP

___ __ __ __ __ __ _ I ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ , _

BOREHOLE DEVELOPMENT RECORDS
AT C-WELL FACILmES

HYDROLOGIC TESTS CONDUCTED
ON OTHER WANAPUM BASALT

HORIZONS

_____________________ I ____________________

PIEZOMETER INSTALLATION/
INTEGRITY TESTS

r I Z I EY I

NESTED PEZOMETER RESPONSE
DURING CONSTRUCTION AND

DEVELOPMENT OF DC-2DW

I

COMPLETION OF AVAILALE
DATA REVIEW

2X8701-94

Figure 4.

)
Review of Available Data For Evaluating Cross-Formational
Piezometer Response At DC-19C, DC-20C, and DC-22C.



TUBING STRING TESTS

I
SET INFLATABLE PACKER

(NEAR FORMATION DEPTH)

CONDUCT CONSTANT HEADI INJECTION TEST

I

I LEAKS DETECTED I

I - TERMINATE TEST l

RESET PACKER AND RETEST
TUBING STRING UNTIL ZONES

OF LEAKAGE HAVE BEEN
IDENTIFIED

I
NO LEAKS DETECTED

I

7 ~TERMINATE TEST I

)

REPAIR OR MODIFY TUBING STRING
CONFIGURATION TO INSURE

PIEZOMETER ISOLATION

REPEAT CONSTANT HEAD
INJECTION TEST TO VERIFY

PIEZOMETER INTEGRITY

_~~~~~~~~

TERMINATE TEST IF NO LEAKS
DETECTED

I

I

I COMPLETION OF TUBING-STRING
TESTS

_

2Xa70t-I.6

) Figure S. General Work Elements For Conducting Tubing-String Tests
On Pezometers Within DC-19C, C-20C, and DC-22C.
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) Figure 6. B-Well Distance Relationships to Monitoring Facilities
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CONSTANT DISCHARGE FIELD TESTS
(ROSALIA FLOW TOP)

I~ 

CONDUCT SLUG TESTS WITHIN 9-WELL FOR PRELIMINARY
ASSESSMENT OF GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

,?

ISET SUBMERSIBLE PUMP WITHIN U-WELL

PERFORM CONSTANT DISCHARGE TEST AT U-WELL
MONITOR ORAWOOWN TRANSIENT RESPONSE WITHIN

C-WELL NESTED PIEZOMETERS.

TERMINATE CONSTANT DISCHARGE TEST AT S-WELL

I 
MONITOR RECOVERY RESPONSE WITHIN C-WELL

NESTED PIEZOMETERS

ANALYZE DRAWDOWN AND RECOVERY TRANSIENT
RESPONSE WITHIN C-WELL NESTED PIEZOMETERS

USING ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS

COMPLETION OF CONSTANT DISCHARGE
FIELD TESTS

2K8701-9.3

9J Figure 7. General Work Elements For Conduct of Constant Discharge
Tests For the Rosalia Flow Top At DC-208 and DC-22B.



ATTACHMENT A

An extension of 60 days is requested for the Interirm Problem
Report on integrity testing of the piezometers at DC-19, -20, and
-22 IPR-SD-BWI-TC-016-001). The extension is required because
of the nature of the problem is such that it will require
extensive analysis of existing data and potentially additional
field work that will extend beyond the current five day limit as
mentioned in PMPM 7-119.



INTERIM PROBLEM REPORT U"RR pACEI i ~~~~~~~~IP -SOME-BWiC-023-001 of

2. W I S 3. ORK AREA

EOURE uCE, IF SfJpL EST BN/ RRL-2C/600 Area

4. EQUI1t' -T
RRL-2C Pezometer Nest

:. >y c TestisngnGrou 6. PHONE No. 7. oATE UD-0 TIME
L. C. wanson, Hycorlogc Testing Group vP~_'

_ SCFI Deoartment 3 -5200 88 

a. CodxizAxT EGUNER/SCIEXTIST RESPOSIBLE FOR TEST 11. VALIDATION (INITIAL REVIEV)
ACTIY.TYNAME/ORG.)
L, C. Swanson, Hydrologic Testing Group/SCFI Dept. s

9. TEN 10. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

1 During piezometer development activities from June to August 1985 at

borehole RRL-2C, pressure responses were observed in some instances n

monitored intervals located stratigraphically above and/or below the

piezometer under development. These responses were not expected and may
indicate a lack of inteoritv of the RRL-2C iezometer nest. The oressure
responses are described in detail in document SD-BWI-TI-329,
Jackson, et al, 1986. _

. EVALUATION TEAM REG. 13. RETEST REQUIRED ITEMS:
YES IM 0 . YES a NO M

I. CONSTRAINTS TO: 15. CONSTRAINT SIONATURE, DATE
YES NO _
i. TEM 17. Dosm1ON/CAUSE /CORRECTIYE ACTION

The following tests will be used to evaluate the cause of the pressure

responses observed at RRL-2C.

1.1 | Literature and data review

1.2 | Tubing string integrity test for piezometers at RRL-2C.
~~ ~(continued on attachment)______________

,9. AETANCE APPROVALS 19. OTHER REPORT REQ.

4a"ture F______4w Date YES Q3 NO 0-S. R. raitF t °a
I C- SwansonTP

W. A. Herber ._---_-_-_NUMBER

W. EVALUATION TEAM SIGNATURES 21. FINAL CLOSEOUT
(O APpUcaBU) S. R. Strait
R. L. Jackson , F. A. Spane, W. A. Her_ _e__

GROW MANAGER DATE

I

I

- .. .



A

eNTERIfI PROBLEM REPORT |1. UAT pUM At
(continuation sheet) IPR-SD-BWI-TC-023-001 OF

2. TEST PRCEDURE NUHBR AD 3. VOR AREA
SEOMMCE AND SIMTMER TEST N/A RRL-2C/600 Area
GoCEDUx n En, A ICA .

4. ITEM
.t Item 17 continued

1.3 Constant discharge test at RRL-28 in the Rocky Coulee flow top while

monitoring piezometers at RRL-2C and RRL-2A.

These trouble shooting tests will be used to categorize the responses

as either pervasive formational or borehole/site specific factors. Specific

causes of the observed pressure responses might be:

1. leaks in the piezometer tubing,

2. inadequate cement seals with channeling,

3. communication via a disturbed rock zone,

4. naturally occurring fractures or joints, and

S. structural or stratigraphic discontinuities.

An attached logic diagram (Figure 1) outlines the sequence for trouble-shooting

the problem. Table estimates the completion time for each of the

trouble-shooting activities.

Corrective action will be determined when the cause(s) of the problem

is identified.

S. F.AL C.OSM SmATURE

-4 -& . . . . . ' : -_ .." - - --'r .. -- -



FIGURE i Page l of 2

LOGIC DIAGRAM FOR
INTEGRITY TESTING AT

BOREHOLE RL-2C
(6 Piezometer Tubes)

LITERATURE/
DATA REVIEW

BEGIN TUBING

INTEGRITY TESTS

FILL ANNULUS
WITH WATER

p 

I MEASURE ANY RESPONSES
IN PIEZO TUBES

SET STANDING VALVE
IN PIEZO TUBE{* -

6

CONDUCT GRAVITY
TEST

. O DUCT CO TAN4
CONDUCT CONSTANT

HEAD INJECTION TEST

4,
NO

SET INFLATABLE
IPACKER IN TUBE -

NO LL
S TEST

YESCONDUCT CONSTANT
HEAD INJECTION TEST(S)
AND LOCATE LEAK(S)

NO LL FIZZ
'tUBES TESTED?

r
YES DETERMINE AND IMPLEMENT

REMEDIAL ACTION

DISCHARGE TEST

I
-I/

1



FIGURE 1 (continued) Page 2 of 2

CONSTANT DISCHARGE
TEST

REVIEW PRIOR LITERATURE/DATA
FOR ASSESSMENT OF GROUNDWATER

PRODUCTION CAPABILITY

RESET STRADDLE PACKER
IN RL-2A WITH CALI-
BRATED TRIPLE PROBE

PREPARE PUMP IN
BOREHOLE RRL-2B

CONDUCT CONSTANT DISCHARGE
TEST AT RRL-2B

MEASURE RESPONSES AT
RRL-2A AND RRL-2C

.TERMINATE TEST

MEASURE RECOVERY AT
RRL-2A AND RL-2C

ANALYZE DRAWDOWN AND
RECOVERY RESPONSES

EVALUATE WHETHER THE RESPONSES
ARE DUE TO PERVASIVE FORMATIONAL
OR BORESOLE/SITE-SPECIFIC FACTORS



TABLE 1. Estimated Schedule for the Planned IPR Activities for
Integrity Testing at Well RRL-2C.

WORg ITEM

1. IPR Issuance

2. Documentation of Trouble-
Shooting Plan

3. Literature/Data Review

4. Annulus and Piezometer
Tubing String Tests

5. Remedial Work (if
Essential)

6. Pump and Pre-Test
Preparation e.g.,
Placement of Calibrated
Probe in RRL-2A)

7. Constant Discharge Test at
Well RL-2B

8. Test Analysis, Evaluation
and IPR Disposition

ESTIMATED COMPLETION TIME

Start of Schedule

2 to 4 Weeks

.5 Weeks

1 to 2 Weeks

O to 6 Weeks

I to 2 Weeks

.5 to 1 Week

2 to 3 Weeks

TOTAL ESTIMATED TIME t7 to 19 Weeks

.I . ..

.. . .

-. .. d. .s , .



ATTACHMENT A

An extension of 60 days is requested for the Interirm Problem
Report on integrity testing of the piezometers at RRL-2C IPR-
SD-BWI-TC-023-001). The extension is required because of the
nature of the problem is such that it will require extensive
analysis of existing data and potentially additional field work
that will extend beyond the current five day limit as mentioned
in PMPM 7-119.



Ae~s
INTEs1"Ut PROBLE~1 REPORT 1. IPR-PO-K342029-001 or

2.e I ESTS rST POXEDURE X A"Not Applicable gore'lit-14a £R SURTIER TEST 600 Area
pRO*EURE RUMSE~t, F APPLICABLE 1

4. ECUU~iEXT Polyurethane packer glands on prototype stainless steel multilevel
packer (MP) system.

3. FR UE¢ Y (NAMIE/ORG 6. PHONE: NO. 7. DATE AND TIME
R. L. Jackson
Hvdrolocic Testina Grouo/SCFI Deoartment 3-5300 10/30/86

B. CtdXIZAXT NGIXEER/SC1EXTLST RESPONSIBLE FOR TEST 1. VALIDATION (INITIAL REYIY)
AcTrryn.(AMAEI3RG.) R. L. Jackson . 1.47
Hydrologic Testing Group/SCFI Department S. R. Strait S > x H

9. Ta 10. PO8LE1 DESCRIPTION

1.0 To maximize the use of existing, small-diameter borehole facilities, a

prototype modular multilevel packer (P) system is being field tested at

Borehole RRL-14. The MP system is designed to monitor downhole fluids

pressure and sample groundwater from multiple hydrogeologic horizons within

the Grande Ronde Basalt. Each horizon its isolated by a dual set of

L EVALUATWN TEAI R£0. R. L. Jones 13. RETEST REQUIE ITEYS: Verification Plan
VWE NO D. S. R. Strait YES NoD (Subcontractor)

R. I JrcIk 1
*. C0tRA ITS TO: 1. CONSTRAINT SIONATURE DATE

y5s 00 no [

*. TEM 17. DwSOsmou/CAUSEICORRECTIVE ACTION

1.0 Subcontractor will provide an evaluation at their expense, summarizing the

test results and evidence gathered in the probable cause of the degradation

1.1 Subcontract will provide recommended remedial measures including

proposed packer design.

,. ACEPTANC1 APPROVALS 18. OTHER REPORT REQ.

-S. R. Strait Ost Y£S 0 NO 0
L L. Jones . TYPE

R. L. Jackson _ ;_ hUNER
WO. EVALUATION TEAM SIGNATURES 21. FINAL CLOSEOUT

(F APPLCASLE) R. L. Jones
S. R. Strait
R. L. Jackson GROUP MANAGER DATE

I.. I
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1NTERIM PROBLEM REPORT |. ORT Y |*M PAGE __

(continuation sheet) IPR-PO-K342029-001 oF 2
2. TEST PROCEDUR EWHBE AND 3. YORX AREA

SEQU1CE ASO SUBTER TEST Not Applicable Borehole RRL-14
F-RnOCEMIU RUrnER, AercADJLE 600 Area

4. rrB,^ Not Applicable

Item 10 (continued).

polyurethane packers as illustrated'in Figure 1. The MP system was manufactured by

Westbay Instruments Ltd. (Vancouver, B. C.) and installed in borehole RRL-14 in

October 1985 under P.O. K342029. As part of the field testing of the MP system it

was found that the polyurethane packer glands under went severe and almost complete

degradation as verified after the MP system was removed from RRL-14 on October 30, 1986.

Items 16 and 17 (continued).

1.2 Re-install MP system with modified packer glands

1.3 Re-inflate packer glands. -

1.4 Retest packer glands after four months to check whether packers remained inflated

since their installation.

.FMAL C-O==R St=NATURS

... . .
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ATTACHMENT A

An extension of 60 days is requested for the Interim Problem
Report on the degradation of the Westbay packers in RRL-14 IPR-
PO-K:42029-O00). The extension is required because additional
time is needed to evaluate the cause behind the packer
degradation. Westbay is performing the analysis and evaluation.

._~4
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Internal Letter
Oate: February 26, 1987

TO: tN9. Atas,.A, 0. ,,,, ISA

* G. W. Jackson, Director
Science and Engineering

. COC-1/7/3000 Area

l/G5+'b'~~~~~~~~1A 

!i Rockwell International
No. . 71000-87-LC-069

FROM: 1zone. OgAIe.*. 0DAE81 Acts. Ofteof

. L. Connell, Director

. Operations and Test

. CC-l/26/3000 Area

. 6-8795

Subect: . Interim Problem Reports

Attached are copies of three Interim Problem Reports
(IPR) on integrity testing of DC-19, -20, -22, integrity
testing of RRL-2C, and Westbay Instruments, Ltd.
packer degradation at RRL-14 for review by Science
and Engineering. I need review comments on these
by March 2, 1987. Dr. S. M. Baker has previously
been sent copies of these IPRs. In addition, I
need one person from Science and Engineering to
serve on an evaluation team for the integrity testing
IPR's (IPR-SD-BWI-TC-016-0Ol and IPR-SD-BWI-TC-02-OOl ).

^ _ IT L,

O i Lol-,A 2425 /0
L. Connell, Director
Operations and Test

CeOA41V

LC/SRS/lik

Att.

cc: W. H. Price
S. R. Strait
BRMC (2) 3503/E903/003
LB
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Rockwell Hanford Operations
P.O. Box 800
Richland, WA 9935Z

ATTENTION: Mr. P.M. Rogers

RE: CA-988 PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF THE ADEQUACY OF
PIEZOMETER SEALS

Dear Mr. Rogers:

I am pleased to transmit our draft report Preliminary Evaluation of the
Adequacy of Piezometer Seals." This report documents the results of a
brief overview of the available piezometric data in the RRL area to
provide a preliminary evaluation of the apparent adequacy of the
piezometer seals. Also included are recommendations for future
analyses, field tests, and a discussion of alternative piezometpr
designs.

If the potential exists for using information contained in this report
in support of licensing, I recommend that it be returned with your
comments and formalized as a final Golder report in accordance with our
QA procedures.

The concepts presented were developed by Larry Rollins, David South,
Dick Bielefeld and myself. Please contact me if you have any questions
or would like further elaboration on the ideas presented.

Sincerely,

GOLDER ASSOCIATES

Crrsr-, R Ilson

CRW/ah
,enclosure

cc: J. Cheshire, Rockwell
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I
1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a preliminary evaluation of the

adequacy of pezometer seals in four multilevel standpipe piezometers

located in the RRL area of the Cold Creek Syncline on the WIP Site.

This evaluation was based upon a review of water level responses to

drilling and testing in boreholes C-23W and DC-23GR. Available

hydrographs from piezometers DC-19C, DC-20C, C-22C, and DC-23W were

studied to help assess the adequacy of the seals in those installations.

The results of these studies are summarized in Section 2. Alternatives

for future analyses, field tests, and alternative piezometer designs are

presented in Sections 3 through 5, respectively. Conclusions and

recommendations are presented in Section 6.

Our conclusions are based upon information on historic hydraulic

perturbations and monitored responses presented in the following BWIP

documents: (1) S-BWI-TI-313 "Preliminary Evaluation of Piezometer

Responses at C-19, DC-20 and C-22 During Construction of C-23W;" (2)

Internal,Letter 7220-86-114 from F.A. Spane to S.M. Baker; (3) "Cross-

Formational Responses at RRL Nested Piezometer Sites DC-i9C, C-20C, and

DC-22C' by F.A. Spane; and (4) the data package provided to us by Mary

Hartman in support of the C-23W piezometer response modeling effort.

Golder Associates
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3 2. EVALUATION OF WATER LEVEL RESPONSES

Hydrographs of key horizons in the Wanapum and Grande Ronde were taken

I from document (1) above and are shown in Figures 1 through 3 for C-19C,

DC-20C, and C-22C, respectively. The perturbation of interest occurred

I from September 12 to October 3, 1985, during DC-23W drilling, and from

October 21 to 25, 1985, during C-23W development pumping. Weak

I perturbations are seen through September 28, during the period of mud

rotary drilling in the upper Wanapum. It is interesting to note that

'1 during this period a perturbation was monitored in the Sentinel Gap

flowtcp before drilling reached that flowtop. Much stronger

perturbations are seen beginning September 29, when drilling resumed

with water instead of mud, and beginning October 21, when the composite

Wanapum was developed by air-lift pumping. An earlier perturbation

I occurred in the Grande Ronde in late May and early June, 1985, during

removal of a bridge plug in RRL-14. A lack of detailed information on

this earlier perturbation prevented it from being studied in the same

degree'of detail as that from the DC:23W drilling.

Hydrographs from C-23W presented in Figure 4 show the response of the

Rosalia and Sentinel Gap flow tops to pump testing in the Rosalia flow

top in nearby C-23GR. Again, water pressures in the Rosalia and

Sentinel Gap are seen to be synchronous before and after the test, and

an attenuated perturbation from the pump test is clearly seen in the

underlying Sentinel Gap flow top.

The synchronous behavior of water pressures in the Rosalia (Priest

Rapids Interflow Zone) and Sentinel Gap flow tops in the upper Wanapum

is clearly evident in all piezometers in the forementioned figures, and

is strong evidence for efficient hydraulic communication between these

I horizons. The independent behavior of the Ginkgo and nearly all Grande

Ronde flow tops is strong evidence for a lack of efficient hydraulic

I communication among these deeper horizons. The only exception to this

latter statement is the evidence, provided by synchronous behavior, of

efficient communication between the Rocky Coulee and Cohassett flow tops

Golder Associates
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at C-20C. While some degree of hydraulic communication may exist among

all monitored Wanapum and Grande Ronde horizons, highly efficient

communication is evident only between the Rosalia and Sentinel Gap flow

tops and between the Rocky Coulee and Cohassett flow tops in the

vicinity of DC-22C.

Highly efficient communication between two flowtops suggests the

presence of relatively high permeability vertical flow paths. The

available information is insufficient to confidently determine whether

these flow paths are naturally present or result from flaws in the

piezometer seals.

Assuming that the piezometer seals were carefully placed, with

appropriate use made of tubing spacers, high density neat grout, and

emplacement by pressure injection beneath a rising grout surface, then

good seals would be expected. Further, if proper grout emplacement and

tubing spacing techniques were used, one would expect flaws to occur

randomly and to be relatively independent of the competence of the

surrounding rock and the number of tubes in the hole. There is a total

of 20 seals between monitored Wanapum and Grenade Ronde zones in the four

wells. Assuming proper placement techniques, it is not likely that

significant flaws would randomly occur in every seal in the four

piezometers between the Rosalia and Sentinel Gap, and in none of the

seals between virtually every other set of flowtops.

The one questionable seal in the Grande Ronde, between the Rocky Coulee

and Cohassett flowtops in C-20C, is understood to be at a location

where the Rocky Coulee dense interior is thin and the rock is of poor

quality. This evidence suggests enhanced hydraulic communication
through a geologic anomaly rather than a faulty seal.

:2 Golder Associates
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Although the foregoing reasoning suggests that the seals are probably

good and that the observed vertical communication is probably a natural

phenomenon, it does not provide complete assurance that this conclusion

is correct. Additional information regarding the adequacy of the seals

can be obtained from more detailed numerical analysis of existing data,

and from the results of specifically designed in-situ tests.

I -

11
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3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE DATA

Hydrologic modeling of the Wanapum basalts would be expected to provide

additional information on the possible mechanisms responsible for the

observed hydraulic communication between the Rosalia and Sentinel Gap

flow tops. This would be accomplished by developing a model with

defensible boundary conditions that is calibrated to available head

data. This model would then be run in a transient state reproducing the

known hydraulic perturbations from drilling and testing, and evaluating

the sensitivity of the results to alternative vertical leakage

scenarios. The principal scenarios to be considered would include

localized vertical leakage at or near the piezometeri, uniform vertical

leakage through the dense flow interiors, and treatment of the upper

Wanapum as a single, homogeneous hydrostratigraphic unit. Variations of

these scenarios, such as the locations and sizes of discrete leakage

features, could be readily evaluated with the model..

Developmeprt of such a model is currently in progress by Golder, in

support of WIP's Site Characterization Plan. The 3-dimensional finite

element code FE30GW is being used. The area covered by the model is

shown in Figure S. The boundaries of the model extend laterally to no-

flow boundaries at the edge of the Pasco Basin on the north, west and

south, and to knoin constant head boundaries on the east. The eight

deep wells shown on the figure within the model area coincide with model

nodes, and any can be modeled as pumping centers. A plan view of the

model mesh is shown in Figure 6. The more refined discretization in the

RRL will support more detailed analyses in that area. Also, the results

of this model are expected to provide supportable local boundary

conditions for future highly detailed models of the RRL.

In vertical section, the model divides the Wanapum into seven material

layers, consisting of the Rosalia, Sentinel Gap, and Ginkgo flow tops

and the four adjacent composite horizons. The Mabton interbed and Rocky

Coulee flow top form the upper and lower model boundaries, respectlvely,

and are held at constant head.

Golder Associates
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3 Results from a recent steady state run are shown in Figure 7, where

equipotential contours are plotted for the Ginkgo flow top. The

3 predicted heads on this run matched measured heads to within about

+/- 2 m., which was slightly improved in our final steady state

calibration run. Preparations are now underway to continue into

transient simulations of the hydraulic perturbations during C-23W
drilling and development pumping.

l '

3

I.
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3 4. FIELD TESTS

A variety of field tests have been conceptualized that may provide

additional information regarding the integrity of the questionable

piezometer seals. If significant leaks are present, certain of these7 tests can potentially provide positive evidence for those leaks;

however, if the leaks are slight, the degree of confidence that can be

placed in the results of most of the tests will rapidly decline. None

of these tests can be considered standard, all will require pretest

] technique development and analysis, and any of these tests may yield

inconclusive results.

I As will be seen, the list of tests was developed in an unconstrained,

"blue-sky" discussion. While each test has certain merit, they have

] been addressed in a preliminary order of priority because not all are

believed to have the same probability of success. The tests are

] described below in terms of an upper' monitored flowtop, such as the

Rosalia, that directly overlies the questionable seal, and a lower"

monitored flowtop, such as the Sentinel Gap, that directly underlies the

questionable seal.

3 4.1 Radioactive Tracer Test

] A steady-state, vertically downward hydraulic gradient would be

established by pumping in the lower flowtop, and a short-lived, poorly3 sorbed gamma emitting radioactive tracer such as NH4 Br82 would be

released in the upper flowtop as shown in Figure 8. Gamma detectors

would be placed inside the tubing of the other piezometers at locations

within the lower flowtop and between the.upper and lower flowtops where

the seal is questionable. The tracer would be expected to migrate

I toward the lower flowtop. If it migrated through a flowpath within the

seal, a strong response would be expected to be measured through the

1
] Golder Associates
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metal tubing. The gamma energy would be rapidly attenuated by the rock,

and if the tracer followed a natural flowpath through the rock even a

few meters away from the hole, little or no response would be expected

to be seen.

The likelihood of success is considered to be higher for this test than

for most of the other tests considered. This test may be capable of

detecting relatively small seal leaks. Pretest analysis and evaluation

of gamma ray attenuation in the basalt, grout and tubing wall would be

required. Also, care would be required in handling the radioactive

materials, and approval to release such a tracer may be difficult to

obtain.

4.2 Trace Constituent Test

A steady-state, vertically downward hydraulic gradient would be

established by pumping in the lower flowtop, and a nonsorbing tracer

would be released in the upper flowtop as shown in Figure 9. The

tracer-laden water would be expected to migrate toward the lower

flowtop. Samples would be regularly taken of water issuing from the

lower flowtop and subjected to hydrochemical trace analysis. Detection

of the tracer would indicate that vertical fluid movement was occurring.

If the tracer-laden water had migrated through a flowpath largely within

the seal, it may acquire dissolved trace minerals that would be

different than if the water had migrated largely along a natural

flowpath within the rock.

The likelihood of success for this test is potentially good, but will

depend upon the ability of the moving tracer-laden water to dissolve

exotic trace minerals from the grout, the ability to detect those

minerals, and the ability to distinguish trace minerals dissolved at the

grout-sand pack interface from those dissolved along a leakage flowpath.

Golder Associates
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Even if this test provides an indication of a leak, it may not be able

to distinguish whether the leak is in the seal above or below the lower

flowtop without further refinement. The uncertainties of this test are

greater than those of the foregoing tests, and pretest analysis and

evaluation of the dynamics of trace mineral pickup from the basalt,

grout and tubing walls would be required. The environmental effects of

this test are expected to be relatively small.

4.3 Thermal Perturbation Test

A steady-state, vertically downward hydraulic gradient would be

established by pumping in the lower flowtop, and heated water would be

injected into the upper flowtop as shown in Figure 10. Temperature

detectors would be placed inside the tubing of the other piezometers at

locations within the lower flowtop and between the upper and lower

flowtops where the seal is questionable. The heated water would be

expected to migrate toward the lower flowtop. If it migrated through a

; high conductivity flowpath within the seal, a strong temperature

response would be-expected to be measured through the metal tubing. The

J heat would be rapidly attenuated by the rock, and if the heated water

followed a natural flowpath through the rock even a few meters away from

the hole, a significantly weaker response would be expected to be seen.

If a relatively large leak is present, the likelihood of success for

] this test is considered to be relatively high. Smaller leaks may not be
as easily detected because the rate of heat transfer by conduction may

] be as rapid as by advection along the flowpath. Under either case the
rate of heat loss to the formation is expected to be significant and it
may not be possible to track water movement by this approach along the
entire distance between the two flow tops. Pretest analysis and
evaluation of thermal conduction and heat capacity in the basalt, grout3 and tubing wall would be required. This test would be fairly easily
implemented and its environmental effects are expected to be small.

Golder Associates
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4.4 Borehole Geophysical Tests

A number of standard borehole geophysical tests are available which
might provide information on the potential for seal leaks. These
include density, sonic and resistivity logs. As discussed below, each
of these logs has potential benefits but may also have problems related
to the presence of multiple piezometers in the same hole.

Standard omnidirectional density logging would not be expected to work

because the high density of the multiple steel pipes would be expected
to dominate the response such that minor variations resulting from voids
in the grout would not be distinguishable. Directional density scanning
with a neutron emitting tool could be potentially useful, but could only

be directed radially outward away from the center of the hole. -This
constraint may be significant if flaws from grout emplacement are
preferentially related to interference among tubes rather than
interference between the tubes and the borehole wall.

Sonic waves can be used to check bonding between the piezometers and
grout''by testing for reflective fracture surfaces. While they may be
useful very near the piezometer tube, multiple reflections would be
expected at greater distances from the other standpipes in the hole.
Sonic bonding logs may have already been performed in these holes, and
s'^Ju2 be c!ecked fr an initial -:4 11 Le at e :vvy ofr

17 --

the shielding provided by the metal piezometer pipes. Detection of the
weak electric current induced by the magnetic field established by
moving polar water molecules outside a piezometer tube was considered
and may provide some results, but should first be tested under
controlled conditions. Detection of variations in resistivity of the
fluid outside the piezometers was considered in association with
injection of an electrolytic tracer solution, but would also be expected
to be'shielded by the tubing.

Golder Associates
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4.5 Tracer Sorption'Test

A steady-state, vertically downward hydraulic gradient would be

established by pumping in the lower flowtop, and a nonsorbing and

sorbing tracer pair would be released in the upper flowtop as shown in

Figure 11. The tracer-laden water would be expected to migrate toward

the lower flowtop. Samples would be regularly taken of water issuing

from the lower flowtop piezometer and subjected to hydrochemical

analysis to determine breakthrough characteristics. Retardation of the

sorbing tracer would be expected to be greatly enhanced if the tracers

traveled uniformly through a quasiporous medium rather than through a

discrete fracture flowpath.

While support for such an interpretation of differences in sorptive

characteristics may be obtained from the results of the tracer tests

performed in C-7/8, the lack of experience in performing and

interpreting such tests at the BWIP Site would necessarily attach

considerable uncertainty in assessing their results. Additionally, this

test woul-d only be capable of distinguishing high surface area flow

paths from low surface area flow paths, and would not be able to

distinguish among them. For example, flow through a seal leak and flow

through a nearby natural fracture are both low surface area flow paths

and could not be distinguished from each other.

The greatest strength of this test may lie in the ease of coupling with

the forementioned trace constituent test, to provide additional

information on the nature of the flow path. The environmental effects

of this test are expected to be relatively small.

4.5 Multiole Well interference Test

A transient pressure perturbation would be induced by pumping in the

upper flowtop, and arrival times of that perturbation would be precisely

monitored in the lower flowtop of the pumping well and in the upper and

lower flowtops in at least one other well. If the flowtops were

hydraulically homogeneous and isotropic, a pressure perturbation

Golder Associates
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traveling uniformly downward would be expected to arrive at the nearest

observation point sooner than at a more distant observation point.

However, if that perturbation traveled through a discrete, permeable

pathway such as an isolated tectonic fracture or a leaky seal, the

perturbation would be expected to first appear in the piezometer nearest

that pathway. If such a pathway exists, its general proximity might be

inferred from sequential pump testing at each of the wells.

The likelihood of success for this test is considered to be poor.

Successful analysis of the results will depend strongly upon the extent

to which the assumptions of flow top homogeneity and isotropy are valid.

Although the need to assume isotropy could be mitigated through direct

analysis of tests in three or.more wells for this parameter, the

presence of significant heterogeneities in the flow tops could in

themselves cause results that could not be distinguished from those of

discrete leakage features. The effects of flow top heterogeneities will

be particularly significant if the contrast between horizontal

permeability in the flow tops and vertical permeability in the dense

interiors is large.

The test is also inherently weak because it cannot distinguish between

leakage within a seal and leakage through a natural feature in the

vicinity of a piezometer. Further, this test will work only if

significant leaks are present at or near only one of the two wells. If

high permeability seal leaks are actually present in all Rosalia-

Sentinel Gap seals, then this test will not be capable of distinguishing

between uniform vertical flow and vertical flow through those leaks.

The uncertainties of this test are significant, and pretest analysis

LIz will be required. The environmental effects of this test are expected

to be relatively small.

Golder Associates
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5. ALTERNATIVE PIEZOMETER DESIGNS

Alternative piezometer designs may be considered if substantive evidence
of seal failure becomes available. Several conceptual alternatives are

described below. Each of the major alternative designs has a

significant technical or cost problem and further analysis should be

performed before pursuing any one of them.

5.1 Single Casino Design

The single casing design would eliminate many of the grout-pipe surface

interfaces in the current design that may lead to seal failure, yet

retain the simplicity of individual open standpipes. A schematic

drawing of this alternative is shown in Figure 12. The concept of the

design is to cement one string of casing in the hole, gun-perforate next

to monitoring zones, install the piezometer tubes, and isolate the zones

within the casing using manufactured seal blocks.

The advantage of this concept is that grouting would be performed in a

single operation on a single outer casing, thereby reducing the

likelihood of bond failure. A cement bond log could be run prior to

installation of the seal blocks to evaluate the quality of the grout

bond. The individual piezometer tubes could then be sealed after casing

perforation under more readily controlled conditions inside this outer
casing. The design of leak-proof inner seal blocks hen becomes the

focal point of this conceptual approach. Several options exist,

including mechanical packers, resin grouting, and plumbed piezometers,

which should be evaluated in further studies.

This approach has the disadvantage of being developmental, and the

) equipment used would have to be specially designed, fabricated and

tested. In addition, grout emplacement would necessarily be under

considerable pressure which could drive excessive grout into the
horizons to be monitored. Although this design is used successfully in

the oil industry, its use at the 3WIP site is not expected to be

Golder Associates
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acceptable because of potential damage to the monitored horizons.

1 Techniques should be investigated for alternative staged grouting

through perforations in the outer casing that would limit grout

I emplacement to predetermined locations.

5.2 Single Piezometer Installation

The single piezometer installation design also eliminates many of the

grout-pipe surface interfaces in the current design that may lead to

seal failure, yet retains the simplicity of individual open standpipes.

| This relatively obvious solution would place only one piezometer in each

borehole, and would use the technology developed for the existing

piezometers. The disadvantage of this approach is the high cost of

drilling a separate hole for each individual installation.

1 5.3 Multioort Piezometer Installation

The multipart piezometer monitors a number of separate horizons using a

traveling probe within-a single tube. An example of this type of

piezometer is the Westbay System which was installed in RRL-2. We

understand that this system failed because of packer leaks. The

approach has the advantage of permitting many individual horizons to be

monitored from a single relatively small diameter borehole, but the

disadvantage of being mechanically more complex and more developmental

| than the standard grouting process presently being used. Additional

development work appears to be required to successfully implement this

| alternative.

5.4 Cownhole Remote lionretrievable Sensina

This conceptual alternative would involve permanent emplacement of3 downhole pressure sensors which could be read remotely at a surface

location. It is considered highly developmental because (1) the sensor

] would have to be capable of functioning remotely for the life of the

facility (some 10 to 20 years), and (2) the readout system rom the

l
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sensor (for example, an electric wire or optical fiber) would have to be

more amenable to sealing than the piezometer tubes now being used.

Meeting the first criterion is expected to be very difficult to achieve

and would require significant development work.

5.5 Refinement of Present Techniques

Several aspects of the present piezometer installation and grout

emplacement techniques may be amenable to improvement. These would

include potential modification of the grout mix, hole cleaning and

development practices, piezometer spacing techniques, and grout

emplacement practices. An independent evaluation of existing techniques

would be required before recommendations for refinements could be

prepared.

Golder Associates
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The synchronous behavior of water pressures between several monitored

flowtops is strong evidence for efficient vertical hydraulic

communication, and the pattern of such behavior suggests that this

communication is through naturally occurring flowpaths. However, the

available information is not sufficient to assure that this conclusion

] is correct. The present uncertainty associated with the integrity of

piezometer seals is not considered to be of overriding significance to

the site characterization effort to date because all but one of the

questionable seals is in the upper Wanapum far from the reference

repository horizon, and the one remaining seal that is near the

repository horizon is in a zone of poor rock thought to be relatively

permeable. However, the issue is significant to future installations

] because of the importance of avoiding seal failures in the Grande Ronde.

Because the available information suggests that the seals are not likely

to be the cause of thee observed synchronous behavior, it would not be

prudent to embark on an ambitious field testing program to evaluate

leakage paths without further information. It is recommended that a

stepwise investigation be adopted, as follows:

(1) Perform short term analytical and numerical modeling studies

3 to develop additional insight into the nature and hydrologic

implications of the observed field responses. Such studies

are already underway and can provide additional information

within one to two months. These studies should include a

comprehensive review of present piezometer installation and

grout emplacement practices at SWIP.

Golder Associates
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(2) Develop conceptual designs for the most promising field tests

and evaluate their likelihood of success. Such studies could

be performed concurrent with the foregoing modeling studies,

and their early initiation would recognize the likelihood that

some.field testing will ultimately be required before the

issue of leakage can.be finally put to rest. Such testing

capability will ultimately also be required to demonstrate the

adequacy of final borehole sealing techniques at the time of

repository closure.

(3) If the additional information provided by the modeling

suggests that seal failure is a reasonable possibility and if

the conceptual design studies suggest that the piezometer

seals can be successfully tested insitu, then proceed to.

develop final designs and implement field testing.

(4) If seal failure is found to be likely based on the results of

the foregoing, proceed to develop alternative piezometer

designs..
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